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Poland’s new
underprivleged:
Euro-orphans
By Robert Strybel,
Our Warsaw Correspondent
WARSAW– Shortly after World War II
Poland was a country populated by
millions of widows and orphans. Over the
following decades, social orphans became
the overwhelming majority of the
country’s parentless children. That meant
that their parents were alive but for
various reasons unfit for parenting. These
included the offspring of unwed teenage
mothers, unknown fathers, imprisoned or
alcoholic parents and other pathological
families stripped of parental rights. Over
the past few years, a new breed of social
orphan has appeared; the Euro-orphan.
Since Poland joined the European Union
in 2004, up to two million Poles have
traveled abroad in search of jobs, mainly
in the British Isles. Apart from many
singles, they also included parents. Often
a father would go to work abroad and
send a large part of his pay to his wife and
kids in Poland. But after a while, the wife
would often join her migrant spouse in the
Untried Kingdom or Ireland. The jobseekers also include young, unwed
mothers. In both cases, the question
arises: what to do with the kids?
Some are cared for by elderly
grandparents, older siblings, aunts and
uncles or other relatives. However, nearly
every Polish orphanage now has several
Euro-orphans under their care. Typically,
a young single mother leaves her child or
children at the orphanage saying she has
no-one to care for them and has to seek
work abroad to survive. At times, an
elderly grandmother looking after her
grandkids falls seriously ill and requires
care herself. Such youngsters may also
end up in an orphanage or foster care.

Younger kids being cared for by loving
relatives usually find it easier to accept
their parents’ absence. In fact, they might
not even miss them that much if the
parents send them fashionable duds and
trendy gadgets they can impress their
friends at school with. Usually preadolescents over 10-11 and teenagers
suffer the most, and young girls more than
boys. Such kids are more likely to do
poorly at school and fall into bad
company at an early age.
According to estimates there are at least
110,000 such abandoned kids. They often
try to make up for the lack of parental
love and attention by seeking the
acceptance of peer subcultures and
become involved with alcohol, drugs, sex
and petty crime. Many look headed for a
life of reform schools and prisons with
only minor breaks in between.
Catholic talk-show host Jan Pospieszalski
recently devoted his program to the euroorphan issue and criticized Poland’s elites
who claim the free market will resolve all
problems. “Among the elites and
beneficiaries of the transformation (from
communism to capitalism) there has been
a lack of social sensitivity towards those
having a had time adjusting to the new
conditions. That also includes the
suffering of orphaned children – the
hushed-up problem of many Polish
families.”
It should be noted that this problem
involves orphans of all ages. Some Poles
who have gone to seek better
opportunities abroad have left behind
elderly parents. As they get up in age and
begin experiencing serious health
problems, often they have no one to look
after them. The “dom opieki” (nursing
home) option, is widely viewed by Polish
senior citizens as a death sentence. ❒
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Poland may send up to 600 additional
soldiers to Afghanistan, raising its total
troop strength to there to 2,200, Defense
Minister Bogdan Klich said recently. That
would be a contingent nearly the size of
that stationed in Iraq, from which Polish
forces withdrew last October. It was also
in October that the US entrusted Polish
troops with the security of the Afghan
province of Ghazni. The volatile areas is
two hours’ drive from capital of Kabul.
♦ Russian gas supplies to Poland via
Ukraine were halted due to Moscow’s
payment dispute with that country. Most
but not all of the missing volume was rechanneled through Belarus, and Polish
officials said reserve supplies should tide
the country over. Recurring problems with
Russian energy deliveries has prompted
Poland to step up its search for alternative
sources. Poland needs about 14 billion
cubic meters of natural gas a year, and
imports almost two-thirds of it from
Russia. So far, 40 percent of that volume
had come via Ukraine.
♦ Will Obama visit Poland this year?
Poland’s liberal Prime Minister Donald is
hoping the US head of state will come in
June to coincide with 20th anniversary
celebrations of 1989 elections which led
to the collapse of communist rule. Behind
-the-scenes diplomatic talks between
Warsaw and Washington are reportedly
under way to agree and coordinate such a
visit. German Chancellor Angela Merkel
and French President have already
confirmed their desire to attend.
♦ Polish Foreign Minister Radosław
Sikorski has become the first European
Union’s diplomatic chief to attempt to
mediate in the Ukrainian crisis. His main
task is to convince President Viktor
Yushchenko and Prime Minister Yulia
Tymoshenko to form a stable coalition
capable of dealing with Ukraine’s serious
economic crisis. The political instability is
further complicated by the existence of a
strong pro-Russian opposition opposed to
closer ties with the West.
♦
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I am seeking to establish
contact with my first cousin who
lives in the LA area and has not
been heard from since August
2008. His sister, living in
Germany, is frantic. He did not
make contact over the
Christmas Holidays, which he
never failed to do before.
Here are Jarek’s particulars:
Name:
(goes by Jarek)
Wladyslaw Jaroslaw Kawalkowski
DOB: Dec. 25, 1959
Marital Status: Single
Citizenship: Poland,
permanent US resident
Occupation: Long-haul truck driver
Last known address: 11637 Cherry Ave.,
Fontana CA 92337
If anyone has any information,
please e-mail ted@mirecki.us
Thank you.
-Ted Mirecki, McLean VA
OR... you can call the News of Polonia
if you have information abut Jarek
(626) 577-9797

Our Lady
of the Bright Mount
Roman Catholic Church
3424 W. Adams Blvd.
Los Angeles, CA 90018
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Wed, Fri - 7:30 pm
(All Masses are in Polish)
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Ks. Ryszard Bucholc, Assystent
Ks. Antoni Bury, Rezydent
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